ATTACHMENT 1

Base Bid:
- Run 3 - Remove and replace barbwire - 2,572' (2 steel gates, 1 pedestal gate)
- Run 4 - New install barbwire - 15,445' (12 steel gates)
- Run 5 - New install barbwire - 966' (1 steel gate)
- Run 6 - Remove and replace barbwire - 5,056' (2 steel gates)
- Run 7 - Remove and replace barbwire - 4,176' (1 steel gate)

Additives:
- Run 1 - New barbwire install - 1,703' (1 steel gate, 1 pedestal gate)
- Run 2 - Remove and replace barbwire - 883' (0 gates)
- Run 8 - Remove chain link - install barbwire - 2,038' (3 steel gates)
- Run 9 - Remove and replace barbwire - 478' (1 steel gate, 1 pedestal gate)
- Run 10 - New install barbwire - 2,872' (2 steel gates)
- Run 11 - Remove barbwire - 3,375'
- Run 12 - Remove barbwire - 4,520'
- Run 13 - Remove and replace barbwire - 6,134' (2 steel gates, 1 pedestal)